At political science department
professional readiness is formed through integration of educational preparation
and activity of students in the student's debatable club "POLITICAL SCIENTIST".
"POLITICAL SCIENTIST" - student's association of the professional
direction:
- acquaints students to future profession,
- increases their interest to study,
- develops communicative abilities,
- cultivates responsibility when performing objectives,
- forms organizing and oratorical abilities,
- as a whole professional readiness.

The head of the club is associate professor of the political
science department, faculty of philosophy and political science Nina Saitova

Co-chairman of the club, senior lecturer in political science
at the Faculty of Philosophy and Political Science Kamaldinova Ayqerym
Asylbekovna

Co-chairman of the club, a teacher of political
science Basygarieva Zhuldyz Amankulovna
The club purpose: to increase civil consciousness of students, development of
analytical skills in the field of policy, profound studying of a training material.
The club solves following problems:
 discussion of problems of the Kazakhstan and international political life,
international relations and global development;
 meetings with prominent politicians, public and statesmen known for
political scientists as experts, analysts, consultants;
 expansion of students outlook;
 replenishment of baggage of professional knowledge, development of
abilities to analyze, critically treat surrounding reality, to give the
assessment to the events;
 training in art of dialogue conducting;
 development of leadership skills, improvement of oratorical abilities;
 as a whole increasing of political culture.

At the club meetings Messages of the President of the Republic of Kazakhstan
Nazarbaev N.A. are discussed, key points of these Messages are prepared as
students’ analytic reports: the strategy of the state development until 2050,
modernization of economics, industry, social sphere, development of health
care, education, employment, direction of housing and communal services
modernization, etc.
Members of the club participated in the lecture course “Political systems of
foreign states” of the Russian academy on public service professor, the
President of the National union of political scientists of the Russian Federation
N.P. Medvedev.

Presentations of the club guests-experts on the topics:
 methods of information processing at analytic centers
 technique of political analytics and prognostics
 projects of the Institute on political decisions “ Index of interethnic
intensity”

 books, contained results of own analytical researches
The “POLITICAL SCIENCE” club cooperates with employers:
- director of the Center of the actual researches "Alternative", candidate op
political science Tchebotaryov A.E. - "The strategic development plan for the
Republic of Kazakhstan till 2020".
- director of the Group on risks estimating, candidate of political science
Satpaev D.A. - "Counteraction to religious extremism in the Republic of
Kazakhstan"
- editor-in-chief of the “Exclusive” magazine political scientist Rasul Zhumaly
- director of the Kazakhstan center of a humanitarian and political environment,
doctor of political science Aliyarov E. and others.

Students from different faculties
take part in the club meetings:
physical, mathematical faculties,
faculty of international relations,
VShEB and others.

а также студенты из Гонконга

Heads of ethnocultural centers of the Assembly of the people of Kazakhstan are
guests of the club

In the club known Kazakhstan politician Yerlan Karin
The Karin's E. lecture "Threats and challenges to national security of the
Republic of Kazakhstan"

Clubmen together with experts of economy department, professor
Dulambayeva R. T. and associate professor Sidorenko E. N, and also students of
VShEB discussed problems and prospects of realization of the State program of
the forced industrial and innovative development of the Republic of
Kazakhstan.

Organization of games "What? Where?
When? in policy" as the club tradition

Brain-ring

Action «100 books»

Action on support the Olympic team of Kazakhstan on XXII Olympic winter
games at Sochi

In plans of the Club organizing committee:
- invitation to meetings of the club students political scientists from other high
institutions,
- participation in scientific seminars and conferences together with teachers and
staff of the scientific organizations,
- visit of public authorities, political parties and movements.

